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Rekhndtro consists of character-sketches (i) of mythical,
historical and literary personalities and (ii) of contemporary
men and women, mostly Gujaratls. Of the sketches under
„ the first head, those of Padminl, Joan of Arc and Shelley
are effusive, but by far the best are those of Draupadl and
Aspasia. In Draupadl, the author finds a subject after her
own heart, a powerful, strong-minded, ambitious woman,
dominating an almost international situation pregnant with
passion and strife. Full justice has been done to this flam-
ing heroine of mythology. In Striomfth Vasaninvatttra,
The Spring of Womanhood, the character of Aspasia and
her association with the great Pericles have been brilli-
antly and appreciatively drawn.
The sketches, which fall under the second head, are
more in the nature of what are known as thumb-nail sketch-
es. In each there is a small portrait, drawn by a few
sure strokes which bring out the individuality of the per-
sons treated in accurate relief. At places the author's
penetrating glance almost vivisects the person and a few
suggestive phrases describe the motive-springs which
- actuate him. The author in some of these has achieved
great success in the difficult art of being intimate and
vivid, true and unsparing and has given to the literature a
new form of art.
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Batubhai Lalbhai Umarvadia (Born 1899) has written
several one-act plays, which are now collected in two
volumes: MatsyagahdhUandG'dngeya (1925) andMS/flfrfm ane
BijU Nniako (1927). He has also written short stories and
articles, the best of the series being Kamala-na Patro.
He has a very lively prose style, and has the gift of select-
ing a piquant psychological situation and enlivening it by
his art His Lomaharshini is a little play about a man
who, in moments of ecstacy, recognises a face beloved in
some past life. The atmosphere full of mystery has been
very skilfully produced. The author loves to utter an
unexpected or awkward truth with the aggressive self-con-
fidence of a fanatic and takes a sardonic delight in tearing
the tnask off nior^l and psychological sores,

